
A future for Amatrice  

In menus worldwide, a year of amatriciana pasta to rebuild 
  

“With a symbolic dish of the gastronomic history of Amatrice, we hope to spread the values of 

solidarity and sharing all over the world, typical of the farming culture it was born from.” Carlo 

Petrini, President of Slow Food and Terra Madre, launched a lasting earthquake relief campaign 

to support the people affected by the earthquake. 

“Together with other voluntary initiatives springing up across Italy, we call out to restaurateurs 

all over the world to take action over the course of an entire year. In this way, we hope that 

attention will not wane, and will go beyond the emotional wave of the moment: we are 

overcoming the emergency and beginning reconstruction today. Those who have lived through 

this trauma should be able to return to a sense of normality as soon as possible, with an ongoing, 

steady stream of donations available to them. 

With A future for Amatrice (#unfuturoperamatrice), we ask restaurateurs from around the world 

to put the symbolic dish of this devastated town on their menus at least a year, and we invite 

customers to choose it. Each dish served will yield two euros – one donated by the restaurateur, 

and one by the client – and funds will go straight to the City of Amatrice. 

Furthermore, we invite consumers to choose food and agricultural products from the areas 

affected by the earthquake in order to support the local economy.” 
  

The Slow Food international network is already working upon raising awareness on this, and on 

gathering as much support as possible. 

  

For donations, bank details are as follows: 

The IBAN for the municipality of Amatrice is: IT 28 M 08327 73470 000000006000 

Swift Code: ROMAITRR 

Description: Un futuro per Amatrice 

For restaurateurs who would like to join the appeal: unfuturoperamatrice@slowfood.it  

The list of participating restaurateurs can be found on www.slowfood.it  

#unfuturoperamatrice 

For further information, please contact the Slow Food International Press Office: Valter Musso, 

v.musso@slowfood.it, internationalpress@slowfood.it  – or call (011) 39 335 7422962 
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